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SOLAR ANALYSIS
We used state of the art technology to determine exactly how many 

Sun-Hours your home needs to give you the maximum amount of savings! 

PERMITTING
This is the longest part of your Journey! We are working deligently to get 

your city permits approved and Home Owners Association approval as 

applicable. This Process generally takes 4-8 weeks 

INSTALLATION
We make installation a breeze! As soon as all permits and required 

documents are approved we will call to set you up with a convenient date 

and time to begin your Solar Install.. Installation times vary depending on 

the size of your system, steepness of your roof and weather. Your project 

manager will give you a timeline when coordinating your installation. 

ACTIVATION 

The Final step is waiting for your "Permission to Operate." We will be 

working hand in hand with your power provider to expedite this process. You 

will receive an email from our team and the power company when this step 

has been completed, allowing you to turn your system on and GO SOLAR! 

RELAX 

After your system has been turned on, you can sit back and relax knowing that 

you are helping the planet and your wallet by investing in renewable energy. 

THE 5 STEP SOLAR PROCESS



noble solarFederal Tax Credit
Receive a 30% Tax Credit off the total cost of your System!* 

SREC Payments 

Get paid for your production!Every time your system 

generates 1,000 Kwh you will earn 1 SREC certificate 

which pays you via direct deposit to your bank! 

Home Equity!
On average homes with Solar will sell for 4 to 6% 

more than homes without Solar.  

Timeline to Independence 

By going Solar there is an end date to how long you 

pay for electricity. After your panels are paid for you 

are now an independent energy producer!  

Security
You are protected from economic factors which result in 

increased utility costs. You will never pay more for your 

solar electricity, no matter what!

THE BENEFITS 
OF GOING SOLAR
By going Solar you are reducing your dependence on the power company. 

Replacing a rent like payment that never goes away and consistently 

increases with a Solar Bill that is fixed and puts money back in your pocket!  

*please get in touch with a financial expert to determine tax liability and benefits



COST OF SOLAR:

Fixed Rate
Solar costs will never increase. You will know exactly what 

you will be paying every single month and protect yourself 

from increasing utility rates.  

Rising Costs and Fees
Local utilities raise their costs 4% a year on average. This 

means that even if you use the exact same amount of power 

you will continue to pay more every single year. Your bill also 

includes unnecessary fees which makes it even higher!

Dominion 

Instead of

Cost Of
Solar:

Fixed Rate
Solar costs will never increase. You will know exactly
what you will be paying every single month and protect
yourself from increasing utility rates.  

Rising Costs and Fees
Local utilities raise their costs 4% a year on
average. This means that even if you use the exact
same amount of power you will continue to pay
more every single year. Your bill also includes
unnecessary fees which makes it even higher!

$
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HOW NET 
METERING WORKS

1

You will receive a 1 to 1 credit on the 

power you send back to the grid 

which will reduce or even eliminate 

your Dominion bill completely!

Smart meter billing will allow you to 

track your grid imports and exports! 

This makes you the new authority on 

your electricity usage!

Solar panels absorb 

energy from the sun

The inverter converts the 

energy from the sun (DC) 

to AC electricity to use

The energy is used 

in your home, 

school or office

Bi-directional utility meter 

measures energy used, and 

excess energy produced
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WARRANTIES AND 
CLAIM PROCEDURES

Industry Leading Warranties
Your Solar system comes with an Industry leading 25 year workmanship 

warranty, which means you will not be charged for labor, parts or 

materials if we need to service your system. Your panels also come 

with a 25 year production gurantee, which means you can have 

peace of mind knowing your system will provide you with energy 

independance for the long-term.  

Submitting a Claim 
In the rare event you need to submit a claim simply reach out to 

your solar sales representative, account manager or by emailing 

us at Support@mynoblesolar.com

Timeline for Resolutions 
Noble Solar does everything in its power to expedite all claim 

procedures. Based on the scope of the claim your account 

manager will give you a timelime and timely updates on when 

you can expect resolution

noble solar
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CONTACT US

SOLAR DETAILS
System Size:

Estimated yearly production: 

YOUR TEAM
Your Solar Specialist:

Cell Phone: 

Email:

INCENTIVES
Incentives Received: Incentives will be sent on the 20th day 

of the month following installation.

*Values are subject to change based on market conditions

Email: support@mynoblesolar.com  |  Phone: 877-269-6625

Monthly Payments:

Estimated SREC Value:


